It's been a year of celebrations for Bet Haverim’s 50th - a Gala Party, a Jubilee Speakers’ Series, a Jewish Food Festival still on the horizon! Yet, at the very core of our observance, is the new Torah that we are scribing together, letter by letter, yad b’ yad, with our Soferet. It is a Tree of Life, a sacred scroll that tells the stories of our people. Although they took place so many years ago, they are stories that we cherish increasingly as time goes by.

Similarly, the 50 years of Bet Haverim’s past are a part of the stories of each & every one of us who has come together as partners in this sacred community. The Tree of Life Campaign was initiated a year ago at this time to provide for the physical, spiritual & educational needs of CBH, both now & for the next 50 years. The CBH Founders brought us to this point in our communal story, but it is up to us as the “Builders’ Generation” to continue the story, by contributing to the financial health of our synagogue, & ensuring that Jewish community will thrive in Yolo County for 50 years to come!

This is your opportunity to contribute not only the final $40,000 needed to reach the goal of $500,000 for the Tree of Life Campaign, but also to honor a year over the past five decades that has been particularly meaningful to you or your family. The year that you select will be acknowledged as part of a commemorative display unveiled at the Torah Dedication on Sunday, December 16, 2012. We look forward to including all CBH partners in the Tree of Life, & the options below offer affordable ways to ensure that you are part of the story of CBH’s 50th year!

***********

aryawan of Memories™ Commitment Form

If you have made a donation to the Campaign previously & wish to enhance your commitment to one of the options below, please indicate such on the “alternative payment preference” line.

All partners are invited to purchase one or more years from the options below & return this form to the CBH office by Dec. 14

*** I wish to honor the year that I joined CBH ________, (1961 - 2012)
Commitment = $27.78/month for 36 months ($1,000) billed to my CBH account, or specify alternative payment preference

*** I wish to honor the year ________, (1961 - 2012) of my special lifecycle event
Commitment = $50/month for 36 months ($1,800) billed to my CBH account, or specify alternative payment preference

*** I wish to honor one of the following specific years in CBH’s history (please circle year below)
1961 = Jewish Fellowship of Davis founding year
1972 = dedication of Oak Avenue building
1986 = joined Reform movement/became CBH
1995 = Rabbi Greg Wolfe hired
2004 = moved to Anderson Road campus
Commitment = $100/month for 36 months ($3,600) billed to my CBH account, or specify alternative payment preference

*** I wish to honor the “Year of the Torah” 2011-2012
Commitment = $150/month for 36 months ($5,400) billed to my CBH account, or specify alternative payment preference

*** I wish to make a contribution or commitment other than the options offered above. The amount & my payment preference are as follows

OR I wish to have a Tree of Life Committee member contact me (check here ___)

*** I have previously made a commitment to Tree of Life & select the following year for acknowledgement_______. This year is meaningful to me because

NAME: __________________________ Signature: __________________________
E-mail: __________________________ Phone: __________________________

Questions? Please see www.bethaverim.org & click on “50th Anniversary/Tree of Life” OR
contact Tree of Life Chair Jorg Cohen at cbhtreeoflife@gmail.com or (530) 583-1814